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I. Introduction
In the last decade numerous studies of the economic effects of the Canada-U.S. Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) have been undertaken. While these studies have apparently
played an important role in the public debate over the FTA, it is especially noteworthy
that the research results reflect a wide array of conflicting conclusions. Thus, it is difficult
to answer some basic questions about the FTA, such as whether it will be welfare
improving for Canada and/or the United States, whether the labor productivity gap
between the two nations will be narrowed, whether capital will be repatriated out of
Canada, whether labor markets will be severely dislocated, or whether Canadian and/or
U.S. firms will realize economies of scale. Nevertheless, research on the FTA has
advanced our understanding of the links among market structure, trade liberalization and
the realization of scale economies, and the theoretical and empirical modeling of
preferential trading arrangements.
Now that the FTA has become operative, this seems like an appropriate time to
assess what we have learned and to ask what aspects of our empirical models are in need
of further clarification. The purpose of our paper accordingly is to review some important
conceptual issues that are pertinent to the analysis of the economic effects of the FTA.
This should in turn help in designing future research that will analyze the actual effects of
the FTA in the coming decade and beyond.
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The organization of our paper is as follows. In Sections II to VII, we present an
interpretive history of the development of empirical analsis of the FTA. In the course of
this discussion, we identify several important conceptual issues, including: perfect
competition and national product differentiation; imperfect competition and increasing
returns to scale; tariff liberalization and monopolistic competition; adjustment and dynamic
effects; macroeconomic effects; and certain other important aspects of market structure
and firm behavior. Some conclusions and implications for further research are discussed in
Section VIII.
II. Perfect Competition and National Product Differentiation (NPD)
One of the earliest computable general equilibrium (CGE) studies of Canadian tariff
elimination was undertaken by Boadway and Treddenick (1978), who constructed a multi-
sector model of Canada, with trade incorporated through net rest-of-world import-demand
and export-supply functions. Their structure was based closely on the standard
neoclassical model of international trade, with the exception that goods were assumed to be
nationally differentiated. That is, imports and the domestic variety of each good were
imperfect substitutes from the point of view of consumers and producers.
The assumption of national product differentiation (NPD) was first adopted in the
CGE models of the mid-to-late 1970s and has been a prominent feature of CGE work
throughout the 1980s. NPD was originally introduced as a means of reducing the
domestic market's response to fluctuations in world prices. NPD was also useful in
eliminating the possibility that trade liberalization would leave a country completely
specialized in a subset of product aggregates.
In the type of model used by Boadway and Treddenick, the effects of tariff
elimination on are governed principally by the choice of the rest-of-world's import-demand
elasticity. Thus, the higher the foreign import-demand elasticity, the greater the welfare
gain to Canada from unilateral tariff elimination. This result follows frorn the fact that,
for high values of the foreign demand elasticity, Canada has little implicit market power.
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The efficiency gains associated with liberalization therefore dominate the welfare-reducing
effect of a deterioration in the terms of trade.
The work of Boadway and Treddenick was extended to a multi-country setting by
Hamilton and Whalley (1985), who employed the same demand and supply structure in an
eight-region computational model, but with the important exception that the final demand
and input-output structures of each of the eight country groups were modeled explicitly.
The NPD framework proved to be especially useful in the multi-country setting since
preferential trading arrangements such as the Canada-U.S. FTA require that the modeler
be able to identify the imports that are to receive preferential treatment. This is an
extremely difficult problem if products are homogeneous. But with NPD, bilateral trade
flows are each modeled individually so that trade flowing through preferential channels is
easily identified.
As noted in Table 1, Hamilton and Whalley found that a Canada-U.S. FTA would
reduce U.S. welfare by 0.04 percent and increase Canadian welfare by 0.6 percent. This
result is somewhat surprising given that Canada's pre-FTA tariffs are somewhat higher
than U.S. tariffs. Rather, it might have been expected, with constant returns to scale and
NPD, that removal of Canada's relatively higher tariffs would worsen Canada's terms of
trade and reduce its welfare.
It seems that Hamilton and Whalley's specification of the elasticity of substitution
between imports and the domestically produced good lies behind their anomalous result.
They set the elasticity of substitution equal to 1.66 for the United States and 1.02 for
Canada. Consequently, U.S. consumers are assumed to be considerably more sensitive
than Canadian consumers to changes in import prices. A U.S. tariff reduction will thus
have a much stronger impact on the demand for Canadian produced goods than an equal
reduction in the Canadian tariff would have on the demand for U.S. produced goods. In
order to eliminate the relative excess demand for Canadian produced goods, Canadian
terms of trade must improve.
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Brown and Stern (1987) used a model that was very similar to Hamilton and
Whalley, but they imposed the restriction that the elasticity of substitution between
imports and the domestic good be comparable across countries. As noted in Table 1, their
results suggested that bilateral tariff removal would raise U.S. welfare by 0.03 percent
and lower Canadian welfare by 0.3 percent, based on trade in 1976.
The results of the Hamilton-Whalley and Brown-Stern models are useful in
illustrating the weakness of the NPD assumption. In particular, Brown (1987) has shown
that this seemingly innocuous assumption has the property that changes in the terms of
trade dominate the welfare conclusions. The efficiency effects of liberalization normally
emphasized by trade economists have only a secondary role at best in these circumstances.
It is surprising in retrospect that the terms-of-trade issue would even arise given
Canada's small size relative to the rest of world and the presumption that Canada
exercises little influence on world prices. However, NPD implies that each country has a
monopoly over the supply of its own variety of each good. Consequently, each country is
taken to be large in the sense that the demand for its exports is less than perfectly elastic.
At the same time, gains from specialization are minimized because production cannot be
relocated to the country with the lowest cost of production. Moreover, this unattractive
property of NPD models cannot be alleviated by raising the elasticity of substitution
among different national varieties of a good.
Given the artificial nature of the NPD assumption and its welfare implications, other
procedures for identifying bilateral trade flows appear worth exploring. Interestingly,
introducing imperfect competition provides a solution to this problem. One alternative,
such as 'focal pricing', as in Harris (1984), generally predicts a welfare gain for Canada
despite a deterioration in the terms of trade.
A monopolistically competitive market structure provides a second alternative.
That is, rather than assuming NPD, firms themselves can be modeled as selling
differentiated products, as in Harris (1984) and Brown and Stern (1989a,b). National
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monopoly power is thereby eliminated because firms can move from one national location
to another. In addition, the market power that exists as a result of product differentiation
is already exercised by the firm when its sets a profit-maximizing mark-up of price over
marginal cost, leaving little additional role for government intervention.
A third alternative is to differentiate consumers, as in Venables (1985) and Brown
and Stern (1989a,b). Firms frequently seek to segment markets with differing demand
elasticities in order to engage in price discrimination. If it is assumed that arbitrage
between national markets is inhibited, then a firm will set a profit-maximizing price and
quantity for each national market. Thus, export supplies are differentiated by destination.
A fourth approach is to model goods as homogeneous across countries, thus allowing
for the possibility of complete specialization. In addition, preferential trading of
homogeneous products will eliminate some bilateral trade flows, particularly between the
smaller of the two partners and the rest of the world. Though computationally difficult,
this modeling strategy has been employed by Trela and Whalley (1989) in the context of
the Multi-Fibre Agreement.
III. Imperfect Competition and Increasing Returns to Scale
Models with perfect competition and NPD have also been criticized for ignoring the
potential gain from increasing competition among imperfectly competitive firms,
particularly in Canada. Many influential Canadian scholars have long argued that
Canada's import restrictions may have resulted in suboptimal manufacturing plant size,
short production runs, and excessive product diversity. Further, U.S. import restrictions
may have reinforced the foregoing characteristics of Canadian manufacturing by limiting
the access of Canadian firms to the U.S. market.
Particularly noteworthy here is the pioneering effort of Wonnacott and Wonnacott
(1967) who sought to analyze and measure the potential gains from free trade between
Canada and the United States as the result of the realization of scale economies and the
increased product variety that mutual market access would make possible. According to
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this line of reasoning, with the removal of bilateral tariffs and NTBs, Canadian firms
would be induced by increased competitive pressures and profit considerations to take
advantage of enhanced market opportunities by expanding output and reducing the
number of product varieties. In view of the potential significance of rationalization effects,
reallocation of capital and labor would be expected to be largely intra-industry in character
rather than inter-sectoral.
While there may well be rationalization as the result of a Canada-U.S. FTA,
questions arise about the actual importance of rationalization and the economic factors
that will govern its realization. The relatively low bilateral tariff rates suggest that U.S.
and Canadian firms already enjoy substantial access to each other's markets.
Furthermore, Canadian firms have had to adapt to the multilateral tariff reductions
implemented during the 1970s and 1980s as the result of the Kennedy and Tokyo Round
negotiations. How large the benefits from rationalization will be as the result of the FTA
is therefore unclear.
In this context, Harris (1984) and Harris and Cox (1984,1985) constructed a highly
innovative computational model in which firms in many manufacturing industries face
declining average cost. That is, firms must invest a fixed amount of capital and labor
before a production run can begin so that average total cost (ATC) is declining for all firms.
They also extended the standard model to allow for the possibility that each firm might sell
a differentiated product.
The firms in the Harris-Cox model may follow two pricing strategies.
Monopolistically competitive firms calculate (or estimate) the elasticity of demand for their
product and then set the price-cost margin to maximize profits. Tariff liberalization is
assumed to raise the firm's perceived elasticity of demand by enhancing the rnarket power
of U.S. firms selling in the Canadian market. The profit-maximizing price-cost margin
thus falls and firm output rises.
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In addition, firms may tacitly collude, focusing on a single easily observable price.
This pricing behavior, due originally to Eastman and Stykolt (1966), posits that each firm
charges the landed price of imports. However, freedom of entry guarantees that this focal
price is also equal to ATC. Liberalization exercises a very strong influence on the focal
price and firm output in this setting. Tariff removal lowers the landed price of imports
leaving firms earning negative profits at the pre-agreement level of output. In order to
restore the zero-profits condition, firms that do not exit must raise output and move down
the ATC curve. Under the focal pricing assumption, therefore, liberalization will have a
powerful impact on Canadian productivity and welfare.
Harris and Cox conducted both unilateral and multilateral free trade experiments for
Canada and the rest of world. Their results suggest that the welfare gains for Canada
would be positive for both experiments and much larger than those obtained by the kinds
of models based on perfect competition and constant costs that were described in the
preceding section. As noted in Table 1, the gains from multilateral liberalization were
estimated to be as much as 8.9 percent of Canada's gross national expenditure. It is
interesting that this estimate is in the same range as the 10.5 percent welfare gain
estimated by the Wonnacotts based on tariff rates and other economic data for the 1960s.
Subsequently, the Canadian Department of Finance (1988) used the Harris-Cox
model with more recent and appropriate data and obtained an estimated welfare gain of
2.5 percent, which is considerably less than the original Harris-Cox result. Nonetheless,
since the same model was being used, it is the case that rationalization effects remain the
driving force, resulting from the amalgamated pricing behavior being assumed for the
imperfectly competitive Canadian manufacturing firms.
The large projected welfare gains in the Harris-Cox model may have generated
considerable enthusiasm for the FTA in Canada. However, work by Wigle (1988) qualified
the Harris-Cox results in several important ways. Wigle extended the Hamilton-Whalley
eight-region model described above to incorporate the industrial organization
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characteristics developed by Harris and Cox. But unlike Harris and Cox, Wigle fully
modeled the internal economies of countries other than Canada. In addition, rather than
employing both the monopolistic competition pricing strategy and the collusive focal pricing
strategy in all industries, he assumed each industry to be either monopolistically
competitive, collusive, or perfectly competitive.
As noted in Table 1, Wigle estimated that bilateral 1976 tariff elimination would
increase U.S. welfare by 0.1 percent and that Canada's welfare would decline by 0.1
percent, based on trade in 1977. In both of the imperfectly competitive industries, firm
output rose and ATC declined. However, Canada's terms of trade deteriorated by 2.6
percent and the U.S. terms of trade improved by 0.6 percent. Thus, as in the perfectly
competitive multi-country general equilibrium models, Wigle's results suggest that changes
in the terms of trade dominate efficiency and rationalization effects in determining the
change in welfare.
Though the Harris-Cox and Wigle models are broadly similar in structure, their
opposing welfare conclusions are nevertheless instructive. Harris and Cox emphasize
collusive firm behavior that is facilitated by trade barriers that insulate domestic firms
from foreign competition. As a result, trade liberalization has a very strong negative
impact on the ability of firms to collude and they respond by cutting price and raising
output. In contrast, Wigle places relatively more emphasis on the monopolistically
competitive market structure, in which trade barriers play a much less important role in
facilitating collusion. Thus, the pro-competitive gains from liberalization are smaller. It is
nevertheless disturbing that Wigle finds Canadian welfare declining. As discussed above,
it was hoped that the multi-country models would predict mutual gains from bilateral
liberalization if bilateral trade flows were identified using firm product differentiation
rather than national product differentiation.
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IV. Tariff Liberalization and Monopolistic Competition
The preceding discussion, comparing the results of Harris and Cox and Wigle,
suggests that it might be useful to examine the monopolistically competitive market
structure in its own right. In this context, there are three potential sources of welfare gain
from trade liberalization for Canada: inter-sectoral specialization; rationalization; and
changes in the terms of trade. Each is discussed in turn. We then reconsider the Wigle
results in light or our theoretical discussion of tariff liberalization and monopolistic
competition.
Inter-Sectoral Specialization
In constructing his computational model of Canada-U.S. tariff liberalization, Wigle
assumed that product differentiation exists at both the firm and the national level. This is
the case, even though NPD is not necessary to maintain three-way trade in the presence of
firm product differentiation. Given the unnecessary and ad hoc nature of the NPD
specification, it is worth pointing out the implications of this assumption for the
computations. In particular, NPD focuses the model on intra-industry trade and minimizes
the necessary inter-sectoral factor movements. Therefore, NPD models tend to predict
comparatively little labor-market disruption due to liberalization, whereas they understate
welfare gains associated with realizing comparative advantage based on inter-sectoral
factor reallocation.
In the context of a perfectly competitive market structure with NPD, the tendency
toward increased intra-industry trade is fairly obvious. NPD implies that production of
each variety of a good cannot be transferred from one national location to another. The
potential for specialization in production is thus severely inhibited.
To see this point in an imperfectly competitive setting, consider a simple model in
which firms within one country produce identical goods, but imports and domestically
produced goods are differentiated. Assume that consumers first allocate expenditure
between the import aggregate and the domestic good and then allocate expenditure on each
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aggregate among individual firms. This implies that demand for imports from a foreign
firm does not depend on the number of individual domestic firms. Rather, demand for an
imported variety depends only on the level of the domestic aggregate consumed. This
framework differs importantly from the pure monopolistically competitive model in which
consumers are not interested in whether a product is produced domestically or imported.
In that case, all products enter symmetrically in the utility function.
The implications of NPD in the monopolistically competitive case can be seen by
considering the adjustment process in response to a tariff, as shown in Figure 1. Here pre-
liberalization equilibrium is illustrated for a representative domestic firm where the firm's
demand curve, d, is tangent to its ATC curve. Removing the import tariff will reduce
demand for the domestic variety so that a representative firm's demand curve shifts to d'
and each domestic firm earns negative profits. The opposite is the case for a
representative foreign firm that is enjoying increased demand for its product.
In the transition to the long run in which profits return to zero, the number of
domestic firms falls as firms losing money exit, and the number of foreign firms increases.
It is obviously the case that the smaller number of domestic firms will increase the demand
for an individual domestic firm remaining in the market. However, will the rise in the
number of foreign firms lower the demand for a typical domestic firm? In the context of
the monopolistically competitive model with NPD, the answer is clearly negative. Whether
there are ten foreign firms each selling 100 units of the foreign variety or 100 foreign
firms each selling ten units is immaterial to the demand for the domestic good or the
demand for individual domestic firms. Consequently, the exit of domestic firms shifts the
demand for individual domestic firms from d' to d, restoring the zero-profits condition.
The essential equilibrating mechanism here is that the number of local firms rises or
falls, spreading a given level of production over a larger or smaller nurnber of firms until
profits once again return to zero. The only factor movement necessary to restore
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equilibrium is the fixed input requirement. The fewer the number of domestic firms, the
more fixed capital that is released to other sectors of the economy.
We now consider the adjustment process in the absence of NPD. In this case,
consumers determine demand for output of all firms in a single stage. Therefore, the
movement in a domestic firm's demand curve depends on whether there is global entry or
exit, not whether there is local entry or exit. If on balance the increase in the number of
foreign firms exceeds the fall in the number of domestic firms, the demand for a
representative domestic firm continues to fall below d' to a position such as d".
How can the zero-profits condition be restored in this case? As domestic firms exit,
the relative cost of the factor used intensively in the production of the good under
consideration must fall. As a result, marginal cost (MC) also begins to fall and the firm's
ATC curve begins to shift down. Exit will occur until the firm's ATC has shifted to ATC",
which is tangent to the firm's new demand curve, d". Therefore, the adjustment process in
this case depends entirely on inter-sectoral factor mobility which lowers ATC. We would
expect then that considerably more inter-sectoral factor movements will emerge from
Canada-U.S. tariff elimination in models that do not impose NPD. Short-run labor market
dislocation could be severe, but compensating long run gains from specialization could be
substantial.
Rationalization
We now consider the effects of trade liberalization on firm output under monopolistic
competition. In the monopolistically competitive market structure, firm output is
determined where the firm's ATC is tangent to its demand curve (do), as shown in Figure
2. Either an increase in the elasticity of the firm's demand curve or a steepening of the
ATC curve will cause the point of tangency to occur at a level of output above q0 . Our
intuition concerning the effect of trade liberalization on firm output and economies of scale
is based on an analysis of the impact of a tariff on firm perceived elasticity of demand.
Thus, we turn first to isolate the influence of a tariff on the shape of the demand curve.
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It is convenient at this point to choose a specific functional form, though the results
below apply to a large class of utility functions. Suppose that consumer preferences over
all varieties of a good are defined by a CES function. It is straightforward to demonstrate
(see Lancaster (1984)) that a representative firm's perceived elasticity of demand is
increasing in its own price, decreasing in the price of other varieties, and increasing in the
number of competing firms. In other words, as the firm moves up its demand curve,
demand becomes more elastic. On the other hand, a rise in the price of a competing
variety causes a rightward shift in the firm's demand curve and a fall in elasticity.
Similarly, the more competitors a firm has, the more elastic is an individual firm's demand
curve.
Consider now a reduction in the foreign tariff. Great emphasis has been placed on
the importance of access to U.S. markets as a means of allowing Canadian firms to
increase output and thereby reap rationalization gains. However, as shown by Horstmann
and Markusen (1986) in the case of a monopolisitically competitive market structure, a fall
in the foreign tariff actually tends to reduce individual firm output. To see this, note that
a change in the foreign tariff does not affect the firm's demand in the domestic market but
will lower its price relative to foreign firms in the export market. Thus, export demand
becomes less elastic.
Our point is illustrated in Figure 2. In the initial tariff equilibrium, the firm's ATC
is tangent to the tariff distorted export demand, given by do, and firm output is q0 . If the
foreign tariff is now removed, the firm's demand curve rotates to d 1 and the firm is
temporarily earning positive profits. Entry now occurs until profits are once again zero.
The firm's demand curve shifts from d to d1 ' and firm output falls to qgr. The market
access provided by the partner country's tariff reduction will thus not be an important
source of rationalization gain in the monopolistically competitive market structure.
Rather, liberalization tends to enhance the market power of exporting firms in a market.
Exporting firms respond by raising price and reducing sales.
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Alternatively, consider the impact of liberalization on import-competing home-
country firms. The tariff reduction lowers the price of competing imports, which in turn
raises the local firm's perceived elasticity of demand, as noted above. In other words, the
fall in the tariff reduces the market power of domestic firms on their sales in the domestic
market, leading firms to lower price and increase sales. This is frequently referred to as
the pro-competitive effect of liberalization.
We conclude then that each country's own tariff reductions are a more important
force in stimulating rationalization gains than are reductions in the partner tariff. This
suggests therefore that, since Canada's tariffs are noticeably higher than U.S. tariffs, the
pro-competitive effect of rationalization is likely to be more pronounced for Canadian firms
than for U.S. firms.
A change in world prices exercises a still further influence on the shape of the firm's
demand curve. Removal of Canada's relatively high tariffs is expected to worsen Canada's
terms of trade. The rise in the relative price of U.S. produced goods on the Canadian
market is associated with a fall in the perceived elasticity of demand of Canadian firms,
offsetting some of the pro-competitive effect of liberalization. The opposite will be the case
for the United States. The price of Canadian goods on the U.S. market will fall by more
than the reduction in the U.S. import tariff due to the decline in the world price of
Canadian goods. U.S. firms will respond by raising output.
Throughout the above discussion we have held the shape of the ATC curve fixed.
Let us turn now to the effect of trade liberalization on the underlying cost structure, while
holding the firm's perceived elasticity of demand constant. In the spirit of traditional trade
theory, consider a simple two-sector model. Let industry 1 be perfectly competitive and
industry 2 be monopolistically competitive with production requiring a fixed input of capital
plus variable inputs of capital and labor.
Suppose first, that sector 2 is labor intensive relative to sector 1. We expect that a
tariff reduction in sector 2 would cause production in the import competing sector to
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decline, releasing factors to the export sector. Since sector 2 is taken to be labor intensive,
the wage-rent ratio must fall to clear the factor markets. Now, since labor's share of
variable cost is greater than labor's share of total cost in industry 2, it follows that MC
will fall relative to ATC as a result of the change in factor prices. To preserve the profit-
maximizing price-cost margin, ATC must fall further. This is accomplished by raising firm
output, thereby raising ATC.
Alternatively, suppose that sector 2 is relatively capital intensive. Now, as factors
exit the import competing industry, the wage-rent ratio must rise. As a result, MC now
rises relative to ATC so that the price-cost gap is narrowed. In order to raise ATC
independently of MC, firm output must fall.
We see, then, that technology and market structure can interact in surprising ways
that dramatically alter the rationalization effects of a tariff reduction. The ultimate
implications of trade liberalization for the realization of scale economies will depend on the
potentially competing influences of the elasticity of demand and factor prices on firm
output.
If we extend the horizons of our model to include a second country, our intuitive
understanding is further strained. Consider a hypothetical situation in which two identical
countries are engaged in tariff-free trade. In the event that the home-country imposes a
tariff on the foreign country, our intuition suggests that home country firms perceive a less
elastic demand curve and respond by raising price and reducing output. Firms in the
foreign country do the opposite, raising output and lowering price.
Now, if supply of a representative home firm is to fall relative to foreign firm
supply, then total demand for a home firm (domestic plus exports) must also fall relative to
total foreign-firm demand. In order for this to be so, we must place some restrictions on
the change in relative prices that can occur.
On the one hand, we expect that the tariff will raise domestic demand for a typical
home firm relative to a foreign firm among domestic consumers. On the other hand, we
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expect changes in the terms of trade to lower demand for home firms relative to the
foreign firms among foreign consumers. If, on balance, total home firm demand is to fall
relative to foreign firm demand, then the latter price change must dominate. This implies
that the terms of trade for the home country must improve enough that, averaging over
consumers in both countries, the consumer price of the home good rises relative to the
consumer price of the foreign good. Mathematically, we have
(1) NH >F+Mt
where gM is the import budget share in the home country, t is the tariff imposed, Pi is the
world price of a representative firm in country i, and the circumflex indicates proportionate
change.
However, the condition given by equation (1) is precisely that under which the
perceived elasticity of demand for home firms rises relative to foreign firms. It is true that
the tariff raises the landed price of imports in the home country, which lowers the
perceived elasticity of demand for the home firm relative to the foreign firm. However, the
requisite change in the terms of trade causes the home price to rise relative to the foreign
firm price in the foreign market, which raises the perceived elasticity of demand for the
home firm relative to the foreign firm. Equation (1) says that the latter dominates, and
the perceived elasticity of demand for the home firm rises relative to the foreign firm.
The problem here is that, in the context of the utility functions usually adopted in
analyzing the Canada-U.S. FTA, it is difficult to have quantity sold and elasticity of
demand both rising for a representative home firm relative to a foreign firm and still be on
the firm's demand curve. The proper intuition is that, if firm output is rising, then the
firm must be moving down its demand curve to points where demand is less elastic, as
compared to a foreign firm.
We conclude then that the link between trade liberalization and the realization of
scale economies is less intuitive in the monopolistically competitive market structure than
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under focal pricing. The inter-linkage among the factor intensity ranking of industries,
changes in the terms of trade, and the initial tariff levels will ultimately govern the level of
firm output. It is difficult to anticipate the ultimate outcome for Canada.
Tariff Liberalization and the Terms of Trade
We have noted above that Canada's pre-FTA tariffs are high relative to U.S. tariffs.
For this reason, we expect bilateral liberalization to turn the terms of trade against
Canada, resulting in a loss in welfare. However, in the monopolistically competitive
setting, this need not be the case. It is true that the impact of liberalization will generate
an excess supply of Canadian produced goods. But as will be shown below, the relative
price changes necessary to restore equilibrium depend on the underlying technology and
could involve a terms-of-trade gain for Canada.
We are interested in the general equilibrium relationship between price and output
of a monopolistically competitive firm. Return again to the situation in which firms in the
monopolistically competitive sector require a fixed input of capital plus variable inputs of
capital and labor. Consider the case in which the monopolistically competitive sector
(sector 2) is labor intensive when ranked according to its variable inputs.
The free-entry condition requires that price and ATC move proportionately and the
profit-maximization condition requires that price and MC move proportionately as long as
perceived elasticity of demand is held constant. Now, if the price of good 2 rises then the
underlying factor prices must adjust in such a way as to raise MC in sector 2 without
altering MC (and ATC) in sector 1. This is accomplished by raising the wage/rent ratio
since sector 2 is labor intensive in its variable inputs. However, as before, labor's share of
MC is greater than labor's share of ATC. Thus, a rise in the wage/rent ratio that raises
MC in proportion to price must leave a representative firm in sector 2 earning positive
profits. In order to restore the zero-profits condition, firm output must fall so that ATC
can also rise in proportion to price.
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Consequently, in this case, the general equilibrium relationship between price and
firm supply is negative. Therefore, it is entirely possible that the excess supply of
Canadian goods generated by trade liberalization will be removed by a higher price for
Canadian goods relative to U.S. goods and, therefore, an improvement in Canada's terms
of trade. We would normally rule out such a potentially unstable situation in a perfectly
competitive model, but it is inappropriate to do so in this case because of the plausible
nature of the underlying technology generating the result. Furthermore, the conditions for
dynamic stability of an imperfectly competitive market structure are less restrictive than
under perfect competition, so that problems with stability may not arise.
Canada-U.S. FTA and Monopolistic Competition: What Can We Conclude?
The foregoing discussion leaves us somewhat uncertain as to what we can expect
from a model with monopolistically competitive firms. It is clear that the underlying
technology will interact with each country's relative factor endowments to determine the
impact of liberalization on economies of scale, terms of trade, and inter-sectoral factor
movements. In particular, the capital-labor composition of fixed vs. variable costs is
critical to the outcome.
Wigle's results noted earlier suggest that gains for Canada from liberalization will
not be forthcoming if firms are predominantly monopolistically competitive. However, it is
possible that the choice to retain NPD in addition to firm product differentiation lies behind
Wigle's negative welfare result for Canada.
In this connection, Brown and Stern (1989a,b) have constructed a multi-country
computational model that is distinguished by the absence of both the NPD assumption and
focal pricing behavior. Each firm produces a differentiated product but products are not
differentiated by national origin. Most industries are monopolistically competitive and
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technology is increasing returns to scale.1 Firm production functions require a fixed
input of capital and variable inputs of capital and labor, as in the above discussion.
This model has been used to evaluate post-Tokyo Round (1987) bilateral tariff
removal. As noted in Table 1, Canada's welfare rises by an estimated 1.1 percent and
U.S. welfare rises by 0.1 percent. The realization of economies of scale is playing a role in
raising Canada's welfare as firm output rises in 16 of the 24 imperfectly competitive
sectors. There is also a strong pattern of inter-sectoral specialization. Canadian resources
flow particularly toward five of the 22 tradable sectors and the United States specializes in
twelve sectors. Finally, Canada's terms of trade deteriorate by 0.2 percent, which is very
small compared to the the 2.6 percent decline reported by Wigle.
We conclude from this discussion that the FTA is very likely to be welfare improving
for Canada. Once we succeeded in constructing CGE models that allow the traditional
sources of gains from liberalization to emerge, the FTA was shown to be advantageous for
both nations. Plausible estimates of Canada's welfare gain range from one percent to 2.5
percent of GNP. The gain will be on the higher end of this range if tariff protection has
fostered Eastman-Stykolt type collusive firm behavior. In contrast, the impact on the
United States is expected to be quite small, but the agreement should still raise U.S.
welfare.
V. Adjustment and Dynamic Effects
In all of the studies described so far, the removal of bilateral tariffs is assumed to
take place all at one time. However, in view of the fact that the elimination of tariffs and
selected NTBs is to be phased in over a period of ten years, it is interesting to consider the
transition process in order to determine the economic effects involved and to identify and
measure any costs of adjustment.
1Several industries are classified either as perfectly competitive or as various forms of
oligopoly.
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Harris and Kwakwa (1989) address transition effects of the FTA by using a
sequenced (medium term) general equilibrium model that incorporates imperfect
competition, scale economies, and certain labor market rigidities. They explore the
dynamics of entry and exit of firms and the effects on employment and unemployment
through time. The manufacturing firms follow a focal pricing strategy as in the Harris-
Cox model, except that they do so in this model in order to determine their target price ex
ante in the light of their anticipations of what the expenditure aggregates in the economy
will be. Harris and Kwakwa make a special effort to model labor market turnover both
within and between sectors in a labor market that is characterized by sluggish adjustment
of nominal wages.
Compared to the earlier findings of Harris and Cox, when the sequencing of the
bilateral tariff removal is taken into account, the economic impacts in a given year are
bound to be small. Further, Harris and Kwakwa conclude that adjustment costs are
comparatively small. The main reasons are that there are dynamic adjustment lags in
firm behavior and in the labor market that serve to dampen effects that otherwise might
be greater as well as positive employment and wage effects as firms adjust their
investment in real capital in response especially to increased expenditure. Rationalization
effects occur, but they are considerably smaller than in the Harris-Cox model. In effect,
this model of the transition in the FTA gives a much more benign view of the adjustment
process than earlier work based on a one-time assumed elimination of tariffs, and it
suggests strongly that labor in Canada has much to gain from the FTA.
VI. Macroeconomic Effects
The bilateral elimination of tariffs and NTBs will lead to reductions in consumer
prices, which may in turn result in an increase in the real disposable income of consumers.
If this leads to increased consumer spending, the economies are operating at less than full
employment, and domestic macroeconomic policies remain unchanged, then there will be
an increase in real GNP, output, trade, and employment in the short-to-medium run. To
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the extent that these macroeconomic changes occur, they will reinforce the microeconomic
benefits stemming from lower consumer prices, improvements in resource allocation, and
industry rationalization.
It is evident in Table 1 that there have been several estimates of the effects of the
FTA based on the use of macroeconometric models. The procedure essentially is first to
determine the amount by which the import and export prices and volume of trade of the
two countries may change. These factors are then entered as exogenous changes in the
model and a solution obtained for changes in the variables of interest. There is a difficulty,
however, in using macroeconometric models for this purpose since these models do not
have well articulated microeconomic structures. It cannot be readily determined therefore
how the aggregate results correspond to the results based on the general equilibrium
models.
To illustrate this point, we may note, for example, that the Economic Council of
Canada (Magun et al., 1987, 1988) used the CANDIDE econometric model of the Canadian
economy to carry out two simulations of the effects of the FTA. The first simulation
considered only the macroeconomic impacts of the bilateral removal of tariffs and certain
NTBs while the second simulation involved an adjustment to take into account the possible
rationalization (scale) effects that might occur in Canada. This necessitated decomposing
the aggregate effects by sector on the basis of a Canadian input-output table and applying
rationalization coefficients estimated for individual industries. The results thus reflect the
structure of the CANDIDE macroeconometric model in combination with the input-output
structure and scale economy parameters, but without explicit behavioral relations linking
the various factors.
While the aforementioned studies have focused on the aggregate income and
employment effects of the FTA, it is also important to consider how the PTA may affect
the exchange rate and the incentives for international financial capital flows. Movement of
the exchange rate will depend on how the PTA will affect the balance of trade and foreign
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direct investment. The exchange rate movement will also be influenced by the conduct of
monetary and fiscal policies, which will be guided by macroeconomic objectives concerning
aggregate employment, price stability, and economic growth. Since the exchange rate will
thus be affected by a variety of economic forces and policies during any given period of
time, this means that it could be difficult to determine how the FTA in itself will affect the
exchange rate. Further, in analyzing the economic effects of the FTA, it will be necessary
to determine the extent to which changes in the exchange rate will reinforce or offset the
effects of bilateral liberalization resulting from the FTA.
VII. Unresolved Issues
There remain a number of unresolved issues in analyzing the FTA that deserve
more careful attention. These issues include: intra-firm trade; foreign direct investment;
modeling of NTBs; the reduction in the uncertainty of policies; and the dynamic gains from
the formation of human and physical capital. Lying at the center of most of these issues is
our inadequate understanding of imperfectly competitive market structures and firm
behavior in the context of preferential trading arrangements.
Intra-Firm Trade
Much of the existing cross-border trade consists of intra-firm trade in intermediate
inputs. It would appear that the realization of scale economies in the production of
intermediate inputs due to tariff liberalization will depend on the transfer-pricing behavior
of firms. If there are active markets in intermediate inputs, a profit-maximizing firm may
value its intermediate inputs at their next best alternative. In this case, intermediate
input trade can be modeled in the same manner as final goods trade. Changes in tariffs
and the terms of trade will alter firm behavior consistent with whichever model is thought
best to capture the market structure. However, if intermediate inputs are manufactured
within the firm and markets for these inputs do not exist, firms may value intermediate
input trade at marginal cost. As a result, we may observe declining ATC but marginal
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cost transfer pricing. The realization of scale economies in intermediate inputs turns then
on the effect that tariffs on final output have on firm perceived elasticity of demand and
the effect that tariffs on intermediate inputs have on the marginal cost of production.
Thus, models that treat all trade as final goods trade would be deficient in this situation.
Foreign Direct Investment
Closely related to the issue of intra-firm trade is the question of the effect of the
FTA on foreign direct investment (FDI). While we have assumed thus far that factors are
immobile between countries, there are likely, in fact, to be changes in FDI as a result of
the FTA. Early discussions of the FTA focused on the possibility that U.S. owned capital
installed in Canada might be repatriated as a result of tariff removal. Under the
assumption that products are homogeneous and markets are perfectly competitive, such
repatriation is welfare improving for Canada. This is the case since FDI causes capital to
be paid its internal marginal value product (MVP), which exceeds its marginal product
valued at world prices by the amount of the tariff. This result does not hold, however,
when products are differentiated either by firm or country. In the monopolistic competition
case, import tariffs do not alter the equality between the price of the domestically produced
good on the domestic market and its price on the world market. As a result, imported
capital is paid its true MVP, even in the presence of a tariff.
Since the advent of the FTA, it has been suggested that capital is being attracted to
Canada from third countries such as Japan in order to take advantage of Canada's access
to the U.S. market. The logic of this argument is not clear, however, since it does not
explain why this capital is not installed in the United States directly.
We have limited information from the CGE models concerning the likelihood and
direction of FDI, although the reasons for the capital flow are not obvious. Harris (1984)
models the supply of capital to Canada as perfectly elastically supplied at the world
interest rate. His results suggest that considerable capital will be attracted to Canada. In
contrast, results obtained in Brown (1990) and Brown and Stern (1989a,b) are rnixed.
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While they do not model capital as mobile internationally, presumably capital will be
attracted to countries that experience an increase in the rate of return. Some results on
the return to capital under various assumptions are reported in Table 2.
It is evident in Table 2 that the return to capital in the United States generally falls.
Therefore, it does not seem likely that capital will be attracted into the United States,
either from third countries or from Canada. The results for Canada are mixed and depend
on the market structure and parameter values assumed. For example, under the
assumption that markets are segmented but there is free entry, the return to capital in
Canada rises by 4.3 percent, whereas the rental rate falls by 1.1 percent if markets are
monopolistically competitive but a high degree of product substitutability is assumed. It is
not clear why this discrepancy occurs, so further work on this question is needed.
Nontariff Barriers
There are existing bilateral NTBs that affect Canada-U.S. trade, but only some of
them are to be removed as the result of the FTA. It is common in analyzing NTBs to do
so in terms of their tariff equivalents. While this is convenient, it can be quite misleading
if the markets involved are not perfectly competitive. It would be useful accordingly to
review those NTBs that are scheduled for reduction or removal in light of the market
structure and behavior of the firms that will be affected in an effort to determine what the
outcome may be. By the same token, a similar review of the relation between NTBs and
market structure would be revealing for those NTBs that are to remain intact but possibly
be subject to bilateral negotiation for their removal at some future time.
Reduction in the Uncertainty of Policies
While our discussion has focused on the bilateral removal of trade barriers, the FTA
may be quite beneficial due to the changes to be made in the rules and procedures
governing international trade and investment relations between Canada and the United
States. These include the agreements that limit the use by Canada of investment
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performance requirements for foreign affiliates of U.S. firms, the guarantee of national
treatment and rights of establishment for foreign firms investing in most industries, the
removal of Canadian duty remission schemes that had been condoned in the U.S.-Canadian
Auto Pact, and less nationalistic and potentially discriminatory Canadian energy policies.
New bilateral dispute settlement procedures have been established that could be
especially important to Canada. These procedures are designed to depoliticize the
investigation of trade and investment disputes and to reduce the likelihood that politically
driven and therefore damaging actions will be taken by the United States. The costs of
conducting trade and investment transactions may thus be materially reduced as the result
of the FTA, and are thus deserving of careful investigation.
Dynamic Gains from Trade
We noted earlier that the transition process in implementing the FTA involves a
number of important dynamic aspects of the behavior of firms and the associated impacts
on wages and employment. But it is conceivable that the FTA might have dynamic effects
in its own right. These effects may work through changes in the business environment
that may be conducive to economic expansion and to the adoption of technological
improvements. It is also possible, as Baldwin (1989a,b) has suggested in connection with
the European Community's 1992 program of further integration and liberalization, that
the FTA could increase the accumulation of both physical and human capital. Depending
upon the capital-labor ratio, output might therefore increase much more than otherwise.
VIII. Conclusions and Implications for Future Research
We have made an effort in this paper to identify a number of conceptual issues that
are pertinent to analyzing the economic effects of the Canada-U.S. FTA. In an irnportant
sense, our treatment of these issues has reflected the ways in which the thinking about
bilateral free trade between Canada and the United States has evolved in the past two
decades or more. Canadian econornists such as the Wonnacotts, Harris and Cox, and
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others have placed great emphasis on the ways in which Canada's trade policies have
interacted with imperfectly competitive firms in the Canadian manufacturing sector and
the potentially large benefits that might be realized from rationalization effects brought
about by an FTA. At the same time, other economists investigating these matters have
relied on more conventional modeling assumptions based on perfect competition and
constant returns to scale.
Our own approach to analyzing the FTA has evolved in ways that try to synthesize
the important elements of both approaches and to embed these elements in a
comprehensive general equilibrium modeling framework. At the same time, we are
acutely aware that there are several issues that neither we nor others have yet treated
theoretically or computationally that may in fact be quite important. So there is more
work to be done.
In our introduction, we noted that the empirical studies of the FTA have produced a
wide array of results so that exactly how the FTA may affect such important matters as
economic welfare, labor market adjustments, the realization of scale economies, foreign
direct investment, and the productivity gap between Canada and the United States remain
unclear. Now that the FTA is a reality, analytical and empirical attention will shift from
the hypothetical to the actual evaluation of these and other important economic effects.
The challenge now is to develop an empirical framework that incorporates the many
modeling features and issues that we have sought to identify in our discussion.
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Summary of Studies of Estimated Changes in Real Income
Resulting from a U.S.-Canadian Free Trade Agreement
Change in Real Income
Study United Other
Canada States Countries
(%) (%) (Mill. $)
General equilibrium models
A. Perfect competition and constant
returns to scale
Hamilton and Whalley (1985) 0.6 -0.04 Negative
Brown and Stern (1987) -0.3 0.03 -19.8
B. Imperfect competition and increasing
returns to scale
Harris and Cox (1985) 8.9
Canadian Department of Finance (1988) 2.5
Markusen and Wigle (1986) 0.6 0.1 Negative
Wigle (1988) -0.1 0.1
Brown and Stern (1989a) 1.1 0.1 -142.7
Macroeconometric models
Informetrica (1985) 3.0
Institute for Policy Analysis (1985) 3.3
Wharton Econometrics (1987) 3.1
Economic Council of Canada
(1987) 3.3
(1988) 2.5
Notes: The estimates reported are sensitive to the degree of response of exports and
imports to changes in relative prices. The results in the Harris and Cox and Department
of Finance analyses are sensitive to the price response of irnport-competing
manufacturing firms to the reduction of domestic trade barriers. Estimates for a given
study vary due to different assumptions about the extent of trade liberalization and the
size of the rationalization gain resulting from freer trade. The complete citations for the
studies noted are given in the list of references.




Percent Change in the Return to Capital
Canada-U.S. Bilateral Tariff Removal




PC & MC (sigma = 3) -0.04 0.26
PC & MC (sigma = 15) 0.05 -1.10
PC & OLG (sigma = 3) -0.03 0.08
PC & OLG (sigma = 15) -0.09 -0.02
PC & MS (No Entry) -0.04 0.26
PC & MS (Entry) -0.27 4.30
Hybrid -0.10 0.20
Brown and Stern (1989a)
PC (sigma = 15) -0.10 0.40
MC (sigma = 15) 0.10 -1.10
MS (Entry) 0.10 1.30
Brown and Stern (1989b) -0.10 -0.10
PC - Perfect competition with national production differentiation.
MC - Monopolistic competition with firm product differentiation.
OLG - Oligopoly with differentiated products and no entry.
MS - Market Segmentation with homogeneous products across firms but no
arbitrage between national markets. See Venables (1985).
sigma - elasticity of substitution among different varieties of a good in the utility
and production functions.
Hybrid - Each sector assigned one of the above market structures.
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